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The Challenge of Preparing Elementary Teachers to 
Teach Science 
Consider that the following statement, “At the ele-
mentary school level, instruction in science has almost 
ceased, being no more in most classrooms than a few 
minutes each week of reading from textbooks” (Green-
leaf, 1982, p. 19), could be said of today’s elementary 
classrooms but is actually a quote by James Rutherford 
of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS) from 30 years ago. Despite concerted, 
national efforts to improve elementary science edu-
cation in the United States (e.g., the National Science 
Foundation’s Science Curriculum Improvement Study 
in the 1960s and the National Science Education Stan-
dards [NRC, 1996] in the 1990s), elementary science in-
struction remains marginalized. However, with the 
release and implementation of the Next Generation Sci-
ence Standards (NGSS) (Achieve, Inc., 2013), there will 
be an even stronger emphasis on building elementary 
science education as a vital foundation for K-12 science 
education and a scientifically literate citizenry, and thus 
a greater need for practical solutions. 
Elementary science education has many challenges, 
centrally, the effective education of teachers to teach 
K-5 science standards. By inspecting this teacher prepa-
ration challenge, there are three identified aspects in the 
research literature that must be addressed to improve: 
(a) negative dispositions of elementary teachers toward 
teaching science (Lee & Houseal, 2003); (b) elementary 
teacher education programs that only require minimal or 
inconsistent learning objectives based on national stan-
dards (Smith & Gess-Newsome, 2004); and (c) U.S. ed-
ucational policy within a culture of accountability that 
overemphasizes “the basics” as a result of No Child Left 
Behind (NCLB) (Goldston, 2005). Each of these three fac-
tors has been documented frequently in studies of ele-
mentary science education, preservice teacher (PST) ed-
ucation, and time spent on science instruction. With the 
NGSS for state-level adoption, it will be imperative that 
these issues be addressed with feasible solutions to im-
prove K-5 students’ opportunity to learn science. 
In this article, we provide (a) an overview of recent 
research on the aforementioned challenges to prepar-
ing elementary PSTs to teach science, (b) a research-sup-
ported interdisciplinary model for teaching elementary 
PSTs how to build scientific classroom discourse com-
munities (SCDC), and (c) the resulting learning by a 
group of PSTs in an elementary science methods class 
aligned with this particular framework of an SCDC. 
Preparing Teachers to Teach Elementary Science 
Appleton (2007) reviewed the research on elemen-
tary science education and identified three major issues 
with elementary teachers teaching science: (a) their lim-
ited science subject matter knowledge, (b) limited peda-
gogical science content knowledge, and consequently, 
(c) low confidence and self-efficacy with science content 
and science teaching (Cavallo, Miller, & Saunders, 2002; 
Cone, 2009; C. A. Lee & Houseal, 2003; Minger & Simp-
son, 2006;  Tosun, 2000). Each of these critical issues must 
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Abstract
Despite historical national efforts to improve elementary science education, science instruction continues to be mar-
ginalized, varying by state. This study was designed to address the ongoing challenge of educating elementary pre-
service teachers (PSTs) to teach science. Elementary PSTs are one of the science education community’s major links to 
schools and science education reform. However, they often lack a strong background in science, knowledge of effec-
tive science teaching strategies, and consequently have low confidence and self-efficacy. This investigation explored 
the initial learning of elementary PSTs using an interdisciplinary model of a scientific classroom discourse community 
during a science methods course. Findings post-methods course suggested that the PSTs gained confidence in how to 
teach inquiry-based elementary science and recognized inquiry-based science as an effective means for engaging stu-
dent learning. Additionally, PSTs embraced the interdisciplinary model as one that benefits students’ learning and ef-
fectively uses limited time in a school day. 
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be addressed as we prepare elementary teachers to teach 
science. In this study, our focus was on building elemen-
tary PSTs’ knowledge of how to teach science. We used a 
previously developed teacher professional development 
(PD) model of an SCDC (Baker et al., 2009) and adapted it 
to a preservice elementary science methods course. Hav-
ing witnessed the success of this model with in-service 
teachers, the next logical step was to try it with PSTs. In 
framing the teacher education course as its own SCDC, 
the goal was for the elementary PSTs to learn how to 
teach inquiry-based science activities using a wide vari-
ety of oral and written discourse instructional strategies. 
This instructional model will be described in greater de-
tail in the section on the context of the study. 
Limited Opportunities to Learn and Practice Teaching 
Science 
Although the National Science Educational Stan-
dards (NRC, 1996) was not a curriculum for science, it 
provided vision, guidelines, and goals for K-12 science 
education. Thus, teacher educators were tasked with ed-
ucating all PSTs to be better equipped to teach science in 
accordance with the standards. Ironically, in an analy-
sis of a national sample of elementary science methods 
course syllabi, Smith and Gess-Newsome (2004) found 
that there was no clear link between the course goals 
and the learning activities and assignments; course con-
tent was mostly selected according to instructors’ per-
sonal bias, knowledge, goals, and program needs. To 
compound the issue, there is little empirical data about 
PSTs’ clinical experiences teaching science (NRC, 2010). 
This leads to natural and problematic variability in 
PSTs’ knowledge of, and attitudes toward, science and 
teaching science. In our study, the science methods 
course was carefully designed around critical aspects of 
teaching science, e.g., inquiry-based instruction, cogni-
tive learning principles, and mirrored practices of scien-
tists and scientific communication. The same model can 
be applied to other classrooms and instruction. 
McMurrer (2008) reported that nationally post-NCLB 
science instructional time has decreased by one third 
from 226 to 152 minutes per week. Smith and Souther-
land (2007) suggested that teachers’ ability or inclina-
tion to change is affected by the amount of time devoted 
to science instruction. With less science being taught by 
cooperating teachers, student teachers’ opportunities to 
observe and practice teaching science are also reduced. 
Elementary Teachers’ Dispositions toward Teaching Science 
Lee and Houseal (2003) found that elementary 
teachers’ self-efficacy can be an obstacle to teaching 
science, especially through inquiry-based instruction. 
Specifically, they asserted that self-confidence is an in-
ternal constraint on teaching elementary school science 
and that teachers modify their practice based upon 
their degree of self-efficacy and content knowledge. 
Richardson and Liang (2008), studying an integrated 
math and science teaching methods course designed to 
produce well-prepared, self-efficacious teachers, con-
cluded that “an inquiry-based mathematics and sci-
ence preservice teacher education course can foster 
increased preservice teacher efficacy” (Richardson & 
Liang, 2008, p. 11). The elementary science methods 
course designed for this study also modeled inquiry-
based instruction and provided PSTs the opportunity 
to plan and implement their own inquiry-based les-
sons with elementary students. 
Culture of Accountability: Effects of the NCLB Act 
By limiting elementary curricula to math, read-
ing, writing, and test-prep lessons (Nichols & Ber-
liner, 2007), schools and administrators continue to ig-
nore longstanding science education research showing 
that elementary students can learn “the basics” (e.g., 
vocabulary enrichment, verbal fluency, and improved 
communication skills) through activity-centered science 
instruction (Mechling & Oliver, 1983). As previously 
mentioned, McMurrer (2008) documented that the post-
NCLB national average instructional time for elemen-
tary science has decreased; students receive 33% less 
science instructional time than before NCLB was insti-
tuted. The sacrifice of teaching science allows more fo-
cused instruction in reading and math during the school 
day (McMurrer, 2008), with the implicit goal to improve 
students’ test scores. For example, with low teacher ex-
pectations and impoverished curriculum selection be-
cause of school- and district-level tracking policies of 
lower-achieving students (Oakes, 1986), the more at risk 
a school is for not making adequate yearly progress, the 
more students are perceived to need remedial instruc-
tion. Consequently, at-risk students’ curricula are more 
likely to focus on rote learning exercises. This practice 
reduces children’s access to quality, standards-based 
science education and maintains inequities in our edu-
cational system. In order to address limited time for in-
struction throughout the school day and to improve 
students’ reading and math skills without sacrificing 
science and social studies education, teachers need to 
know how to implement interdisciplinary curriculum 
with cross-cutting learning objectives. Such objectives 
are already a part of the NGSS (Achieve, Inc., 2013). 
We argue that to improve elementary students’ science 
learning, teacher educators should teach PSTs to use an 
interdisciplinary approach such as an SCDC, thus opti-
mizing time to teach subject area knowledge while le-
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veraging natural connections between oral and written 
discourse, and scientific inquiry. In this way, teachers 
may concurrently build children’s language and sci-
entific literacies. Teacher educators can also better pre-
pare PSTs by modeling the use of an interdisciplinary 
approach within methods courses. “Integrated and the-
matic approaches to curriculum can be powerful; how-
ever they require skill and understanding in their de-
sign and implementation” (NRC, 1996, p. 213). 
Rationale for Study 
This study focuses on one aspect of elementary sci-
ence education, preparing PSTs to teach science. As a 
group, PSTs are one of science education’s major con-
nections to schools and ultimately, young students. It 
is during teacher education programs that we have the 
opportunity to engage PSTs in learning best science 
teaching practices. By modeling such practices, teacher 
educators begin to address PSTs’ concerns and self-ef-
ficacy about teaching science. In addition, by integrat-
ing the so-called “basics” with science standards, el-
ementary teachers can be relieved of the pressure to 
teach all curricular content separately with limited time 
in the school day. Other research (e.g., Schroeder, Scott, 
Tolson, Huang, & Lee, 2007) supports student learn-
ing the “basics” when science is taught in activity-ori-
ented, learning cycle, inquiry-based ways that support 
students in making meaning of science concepts. In our 
study, the methods course was designed to (a) improve 
PSTs’ dispositions toward teaching science, (b) increase 
PSTs’ teaching self-efficacy, (c) increase PSTs’ knowl-
edge of how to teach science, and (d) aid PSTs in setting 
long-term PD goals for teaching science. 
Research on Elementary Science Methods Courses 
Other studies (e.g., Varma, Volkmann, & Hanus-
cin, 2009) of elementary science methods courses have 
shown that PSTs find inquiry-based teaching strategies 
in the elementary science methods courses beneficial 
in developing their own teaching strategies. Park Rog-
ers (2009) proposed implications for teaching elemen-
tary science methods and the importance of iterative 
opportunities for PSTs to experience scientific inquiry. 
Britner and Finson (2005) concluded that in order to ad-
equately prepare future elementary teachers to incorpo-
rate inquiry in their science teaching, one must engage 
them in inquiry in their methods classes. Accordingly, 
inquiry-based science lesson planning and instruction 
was a dominant feature in the science methods course 
in our study. The use of an SCDC to frame the course 
ensured that the oral and written discourse and aca-
demic language development strategies were explicitly 
highlighted as part of effective science instruction. The 
interdisciplinary approach also connected elementary 
science to more comfortable and familiar areas, e.g., lan-
guage arts. Our investigation inquired into how this ap-
proach affected PSTs’ knowledge and self-confidence. 
Theory: Learning in a Scientific Classroom Discourse 
Community 
A social cognitive learning perspective (Lave 
&Wenger, 1991; Vygotsky, 1986) undergirds scientific 
community norms and practices, as scientists work in 
research teams and co-construct new knowledge. How-
ever, teachers do not always use inquiry-based instruc-
tion and default to rote learning. The argument for 
integrating science and literacy tools invites interdisci-
plinary connections between science and language arts. 
Hand et al. (2003) stated, “language is an integral part 
of science and science literacy—language is a means of 
doing science and to constructing science understand-
ings” (p. 608). This insight is a conceptual cornerstone 
for SCDCs that empower teachers to meet the demands 
of “the basics” as well as promote meaningful science 
education. For example, Morrison (2008) studied PSTs’ 
use of science notebooks, and at the beginning of their 
methods course, they viewed it as simply another as-
signment, but at the end, they saw it as a place to ex-
plore and document their learning. 
By engaging PSTs in SCDCs, we can also use applied 
social cognitive learning theory to model classrooms 
that are equitable places for diverse students. With an 
interdisciplinary instructional model that better sup-
ports academic language development through talk-
ing and writing in science, PSTs can directly address 
the challenges that language minority students face on 
a daily basis (Lee & Fradd, 1998), as well as optimize 
instructional time and meet a broad range of academic 
standards. Authentic language use within scientific in-
quiry supports both science learning and further lan-
guage development and literacy for all children. 
Instructional Framework 
The instructional framework of an SCDC for the ele-
mentary science methods course in this study included 
four key aspects: (a) constructivist learning through in-
quiry-based science using the 5E instructional model 
(Bybee, 1997; Hanuscin & Lee, 2008; Lawson, Abraham, 
& Renner, 1989), (b) learning principles (Bransford et al., 
2000) (e.g., accessing students’ prior knowledge), (c) op-
portunities to talk and write about science, and (d) ac-
ademic language development strategies. Although dif-
fering opinions about what constitutes inquiry-based 
instruction exist, our study identifies inquiry in accor-
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dance with the Biological Science Curriculum Study 
(BSCS) 5E instructional model (Bybee, 1997). Since the 
late 1980s, the BSCS’s 5E instructional model has be-
come increasingly popular in the science education 
community in an effort to improve curriculum by cre-
ating cohesive lesson sequences. The 5E model involves 
a learning cycle approach (Abraham, 1998) that incor-
porates scientific inquiry and modeling. Each of the five 
phases has a specific purpose. They are: (a) Engage-
ment, to assess prior knowledge and purposefully cre-
ate connections between past and present learning ex-
periences; (b) Exploration, to allow students to generate 
new ideas, explore questions, and design and conduct 
investigations; (c) Explanation, to make sense of the 
phenomenon; (d) Elaboration, to use new experiences 
to challenge, apply, and deepen understanding; and in-
fused throughout the model, (e) Evaluation, to use as-
sessment throughout the entire learning sequence. 
Hanuscin and Lee (2008) showed that using a learn-
ing cycle model in teaching elementary science methods 
helps teachers understand the 5E model, encouraging 
them to “develop a deeper understanding of powerful 
ways to select and sequence learning activities for their 
own instruction” (Hanuscin & Lee, 2008, p. 59). Thus, 
to reflect a social cognitive learning approach using in-
quiry-based science in this study, all class activities used 
a variety of discourse structures (e.g., pair-share, small 
group discussion, jigsaw, reporting to the whole group). 
The SCDC research-based framework was origi-
nally developed by Baker et al. (2009) through a Na-
tional Science Foundation grant, the Communication 
in Science Inquiry Project (CISIP) (in the interests of 
space, see Baker et al., 2009, for a more thorough liter-
ature review). In an ancillary study, in-service 5th- and 
6th-grade teachers participated in PD summer seminars 
and on-going monthly Saturday workshops through-
out the academic year to develop school-based teacher 
teams to support building SCDCs with students (Lewis 
et al., 2011). Because the PD program was shown to help 
upper elementary and middle level in-service teachers 
learn how to teach science in an interdisciplinary fash-
ion, the lead author of this study designed a science 
methods course that used key elements from this model 
to reframe and augment regular course activities and as-
signments (Table 1). Our investigation examined PSTs’ 
learning about SCDCs, views of the purpose of science 
education, goals for children’s science learning, aware-
ness of inquiry-based instruction, and confidence in 
teaching science precourse and postcourse. 
Research Context 
This study focused on a five-week, summer elemen-
tary science methods course at a large university in a 
Table 1. Science Methods Course Design Modeling a Scientific Classroom Discourse Community 
Aspect of a Scientific Classroom 
Discourse Community  Example Course Foci, Activities, & Assignments 
Scientific inquiry  • Learning the 5E instructional model 
 • Types of inquiry (e.g., Exploratorium activity) 
 • Nature of science (e.g., using Tricky Tracks activity) 
 • Lesson study project 
  ◦ Plan and teach 1st lesson 
  ◦ Use formative assessment to revise lesson 
  ◦ Teach 2nd lesson 
Oral discourse  • Pairs or small group 5E science activities 
 • Reading discussions with focused prompts 
 • Final lesson study presentation 
Written discourse  • Science notebooks 
  ◦ Collecting and analyzing data 
  ◦ Writing claims with evidence and reasoning 
 • Metacognitive essays 
 • Final lesson study report 
 • Science teaching philosophy paper 
Academic language development  • Use of gestures, pictures, animations, and manipulatives (i.e., realia) during 
science lessons to support language development 
Learning principles  • Accessing students’ prior knowledge (e.g., KWL 
  (Bransford et al., 2000)   [Know-Want to Know-Learned]) 
 • Placing facts within a conceptual framework (e.g., concept mapping) 
 • Metacognition (e.g., learning logs)  
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Southwestern U.S. urban center. The course was part 
of a typical undergraduate elementary education pro-
gram for 16 PSTs; however, the summer course was 
paired with a separate mathematics methods course 
and shared a daily practicum placement in an inner-city 
summer school program through a partnership grant 
with that school district. The accelerated summer course 
met three times a week, for three hours each meeting, 
and was designed as a 1:1 replacement for the regu-
lar 15-week semester offering that met once a week for 
three hours. The lead author of this study designed and 
taught the summer course, having also taught it as a 
regular semester-long course. The summer session pro-
gram replaced one semester of coursework and practica 
so that the PSTs could student-teach sooner, in the fall 
semester.  
Preservice Elementary Science Methods Course 
For the elementary science methods course, the lead 
author used the interdisciplinary SCDC framework. 
Alignment of course foci, activities, and assignments 
is presented in Table 1. The paired practicum was spe-
cifically designed to provide PSTs with clinical experi-
ences with diverse K-8 students. The summer practicum 
placement was held in a low socioeconomic status (SES), 
inner-city school district with a minority-majority, in 
this case Latino, population. The K-8 eight-week sum-
mer school program included all core academic subject 
areas and provided supplementary academic instruc-
tion to the elementary students. The focus in the sci-
ence methods course on the needs of English Language 
Learners (ELLs), and academic language development 
in general, was particularly important because ELLs 
constituted a large portion of their K-8 students. During 
their placements, the PSTs taught two science lessons as 
the basis of their major project, a lesson study (Lewis, 
2002), for the methods class. Most of the PSTs worked 
with a partner and designed a science lesson using the 
5E model of inquiry-based instruction, collected student 
artifacts, engaged in peer critique sessions, redesigned 
their lesson, and re-taught using formative assessment 
practices to adjust their instruction. Like Varella and 
Veronesi (2004), students also summarized their teach-
ing philosophy in a formal assignment that included 
metacognitive reflections concerning what they learned 
about teaching science. 
Throughout the course, the PSTs were required to 
use science notebooks to organize all of their in-class ac-
tivities. The purpose of having PSTs engage in the use of 
science notebooks was to support and model scientific 
inquiry activities, scientific practices, and writing in sci-
ence during small group conversations and activities as 
a learning tool. As had been observed in the CISIP PD, 
having teachers use science notebooks facilitated a bet-
ter understanding how to use them with students dur-
ing science activities. Therefore, like Morrison (2008), 
modeling how to use science notebooks was a key activ-
ity for the PSTs in this course. 
Research Questions and Methods 
This study was exploratory and the following re-
search questions were investigated: 
1. What perspectives about teaching science did the 
PSTs hold before and after the science methods 
course? 
2. Did the course help the PSTs gain confidence in 
teaching science? 
3. What were the most-valued concepts and strat-
egies for teaching science that the PSTs learned 
(e.g., potential enduring knowledge)? 
4. How did the PSTs view teaching elementary sci-
ence at the end of the course, and what did they 
identify as necessary to their future PD? 
We investigated PSTs’ ideas precourse (May 25, 2007) 
and postcourse (June 29, 2007) with a questionnaire (in 
Appendix) to explore their perspectives and not limit 
responses with forced choices on a survey instrument. 
A course assessment, a final paper (June 28, 2007), was 
collected to perform a content analysis of the PSTs’ exit-
ing philosophies of teaching science. Findings were con-
nected with a focus group interview (July 6, 2007) con-
ducted with five PSTs after grades were submitted. 
The lead author designed and taught the science 
methods course. She designed the questionnaire and 
course assignments, and collected these artifacts, and af-
ter the course was completed, she conducted the focus 
group interview. The other authors were doctoral stu-
dents in education at another university with experience 
with other elementary PSTs; they assisted with the data 
analysis and interpretation of the findings. All authors 
were familiar with the tenets of qualitative research 
(Creswell, 2007) and how to analytically develop themes 
through constant comparison of data (Erickson, 1986). 
The multiple sources of data from the PSTs’ precourse 
and postcourse questionnaires, final papers, and fo-
cus group interview were analyzed, triangulated using 
a qualitative procedure of theme development. Ques-
tionnaire responses were tallied and grouped by simi-
lar responses and reported as percentages in rank order 
of most to least frequent. Beliefs about teaching science 
in the final papers were analyzed, categorized, and tal-
lied. We triangulated findings from PSTs’ precourse and 
postcourse questionnaires, final papers, and the focus 
group interview. By implementing triangulation, which 
included gathering data through several strategies, we 
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obtained evidence at different times, participants, and 
situations. By combining multiple materials, we over-
come potential bias from single data sources, improving 
our understanding of the phenomenon of PST learning 
to teach science. 
The majority (n = 10, 63%) of the 16 undergraduate 
elementary PSTs wanted to teach the youngest of ele-
mentary students, K-4th grade. The PSTs were mostly 
typical undergraduates in their senior year of college, 
aged 21–22 years old, with a few nontraditional older 
students who had returned to school to become teach-
ers. All PSTs were female, and 15 were of Western Euro-
pean descent and one was of Asian descent. 
Results 
Research Question 1: What Perspectives About Teaching 
Science Did the PSTs Hold Before and After the Science 
Methods Course? 
Initially, PSTs stated multiple purposes of elementary 
science education, including the most frequently men-
tioned, to (a) develop and support critical thinking, (b) 
foster students’ ownership of learning, (c) build stu-
dents’ understanding of the process of science and be-
come scientifically literate, (d) help students develop in-
quisitive minds, and (e) teach the importance of science. 
These ideas persisted throughout the course and re-
mained consistent with one purpose that increased “to 
understand the process of science” (+18.75%). This re-
flects the course emphases on the nature of science and 
how to teach science process skills. Thus, the majority 
of PSTs connected how to teach science with their un-
derstanding of goals of science education, which were 
aligned with course learning objectives. 
In response to the question, “What might be some 
productive ways to introduce a new science concept to 
students?,” there were three strategies that increased the 
most from precourse to postcourse: (a) pose a question 
(+50%), (b) access prior knowledge (verbally or in writ-
ten form) (+37.5%), and (c) engage in whole class dis-
cussion (+12.5%). Thus, the PSTs recognized some spe-
cific instructional approaches to find out what students 
knew prior to instruction during the engage phase of the 
5E model, thus better positioning students to attend to a 
new idea. In response to “What can you do as a child’s 
teacher to address language level/literacy?,” we found 
that the PSTs could also identify effective ELL and lan-
guage-based learning strategies to support all students 
in learning science; the three strategies that increased 
most were: (a) using visuals (+31.25%), (b) partnering 
students (+18.75%), and (c) offering alternate ways to 
communicate understandings (+18.75%). By addressing 
the dual challenges of engaging students using inquiry-
based science instruction and making science instruc-
tion comprehensible and accessible to all students, PSTs 
learned such practical instructional strategies through 
the SCDC framework, specifically the focus on academic 
language development. Even though the PSTs had 
taken a course on language literacy and learning as part 
of their program, they gained a greater appreciation of 
the value of employing ELL strategies within teaching 
science. 
Finally, the PSTs demonstrated a greater awareness 
of the 5E model to teach science. The analysis of PSTs’ 
responses in the precourse and postcourse question-
naire indicated the largest increases in identifying in-
quiry-based methods were both specific, e.g., using the 
Elaborate phase (+37.5%) to reinforce learning, and gen-
eral, e.g., using the 5E model (+25%). This indicated a 
range of understanding among the PSTs; while some of-
fered a more nuanced description, others appeared to 
be less adept with the 5E approach although they could 
name it. 
Research Question 2: Did the Course Help the PSTs Gain 
Confidence in Teaching Science? 
We also asked “How much experience have you had 
with science?,” and 56% PSTs reported a low level of ex-
perience. One-third of respondents indicated a medium 
level of science experience (e.g., Zoey, “I have a pretty 
good science base, initially starting my college career I 
wanted to be a biology major”). Only 13% mentioned 
having a high level of experience with science. To bet-
ter understand their current attitudes toward science be-
fore the methods course, we asked: “What is your com-
fort level with science?” Forty-four percent reported a 
high to high-medium comfort level, and 56% a low or 
low-medium comfort level with science. We established 
these four categories through reading the PSTs’ pre-
course writings, for example: 
Low (19%): e.g., Ashley, “I am not good at science in 
any way, so very uncomfortable.” 
Low-medium (37%): e.g., Morgan, “Although I like 
science I have not had much experience with it so 
my comfort level is not very high.” 
High-medium (25%): e.g., Calley, “I am pretty com-
fortable with science; I really enjoy learning new 
things. I think science is a lot of fun when taught 
the right way.” 
High (19%): e.g., Emma, “I am very comfortable with 
science, the scientific method, genetics, and just 
about everything else. I am interested and pas-
sionate about science.” 
In general, these perspectives align with other stud-
ies that reflect a minimal content exposure to science 
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(Appleton, 2007), but the additional qualitative state-
ments demonstrate that not all elementary PSTs are as 
fearful of science as is typically assumed. 
It was evident from the postcourse questionnaire 
and focus group interview that the methods course de-
sign, curriculum, and instruction helped the PSTs in-
crease their comfort level with teaching science. After 
the course about 62% of the PSTs stated that they had 
experienced a small improvement in their comfort level 
with science, about 19% maintained their prior level, 
and about 19% mentioned a large improvement. Addi-
tional evidence about the PSTs’ comfort level with how 
to teach science indicated that after the methods course 
the majority (81%) reported that they understood how 
to teach science better (Table 2). 
Research Question 3: What Were the Most-Valued Concepts 
and Strategies for Teaching Science That the PSTs Learned 
(e.g., Potential Enduring Knowledge)? 
In our analysis of the focus group interview and final 
papers, PSTs frequently stated that the most effective in-
structional approach for teaching science was inquiry-
based. Evidence from the interview suggested that the 
PSTs recognized the difference between traditional, 
solely hands-on, and inquiry-based 5E lessons. Content 
analyses identified four key elements of inquiry-based 
teaching from the methods course. First, inquiry-based 
instructional approaches engage students with a vari-
ety of critical thinking skills. For example, Lucy wrote in 
her final paper, “through inquiry-based lessons students 
learn skills for observing, questioning, hypothesizing, 
predicting, investigating, and interpreting.” And Ash-
ley explained the benefits of inquiry-based approaches 
in that these instructional practices, “[let] students ex-
plore the subject by planning and conducting investi-
gations … [and that] students should really learn from 
their own research.” 
A second theme that emerged was that an inquiry-
based approach teaches students to self-regulate their 
own learning. Lucy and Zoey wrote, respectively, that 
“students take ownership and accept responsibility in 
an inquiry-based lesson” and “inquiry-based science 
encourages students to formulate their own ideas and 
questions to be tested … students are also given more 
control over their own learning.” Overall, responses re-
flected an understanding of current science education 
standards and integrated important features of learn-
ing principles (e.g., self-regulation of learning, meta-
cognition) within inquiry-based science instruction. 
Similar to their learning of ELLs, these PSTs had also 
completed a stand-alone course in human develop-
ment and cognition as part of their certification course-
work, but through the SCDC framework, they were 
able to apply cognitive theory to the 5E science lessons 
they taught. 
Third, PSTs, using inquiry-based instruction, reimag-
ined teachers’ role as facilitators of learning through 
questioning, discovering, and designing opportunities 
to explore science concepts. Lucy commented, “in in-
quiry-based science the teacher’s role is to lay a founda-
tion for the students … throughout the lesson the teach-
er’s role is to facilitate and guide the students.” Finally, 
the PSTs also became aware of how-inquiry lessons en-
gaged students. For example, Charlotte described how 
important it is to “engage the students in a lesson first 
so … to learn about a new object or idea.” These state-
ments reflected a shift in PSTs’ understanding of teacher 
and student roles in the classroom during science les-
sons. These PSTs embraced the role of facilitator as it 
also released them from the pressure of having to be an 
expert in science content. 
In summary, through their own learning experi-
ences in the course and associated practicum, the PSTs 
learned how to use inquiry to teach science. They spe-
cifically identified how an inquiry-based instructional 
approach encouraged the development of critical think-
ing skills, science process skills, and a greater awareness 
and self-regulation of one’s own learning. 
Research Question 4: How Did the PSTs View Teaching 
Elementary Science at the End of the Course and What Did 
They Identify as Necessary to Their Future PD? 
In response to our final research question, we found 
that these PSTs’ views on teaching elementary science 
postcourse were grouped according to five core find-
ings, that PSTs: (a) planned to use various SCDC strat-
egies and resources to teach students science, (b) recog-
nized four major equity issues (gender, SES, ethnicity, 
and ELLs) and the importance of addressing them, (c) 
viewed teaching science as a continuous learning pro-
Table 2. Postcourse Survey Question 2: “What Is Your Com-
fort Level with Science?” 
Comfort Level  Number of  % of 
 Teachers  Teachers 
Small improvement  10  62 
Maintained  3  19 
Large improvement  3  19 
Comfort with science content 
Not mentioned  12  75 
Feel better  3  19 
Worried  1  6 
Comfort with teaching science 
Learned how to teach science  13  81 
Not mentioned  3  19  
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cess, (d) changed their views of how science instruction 
should be enacted over the course, and (e) viewed inte-
gration of science with other subject areas as the most 
effective way to balance district curriculum demands 
and still meet science education standards. We will ad-
dress each of these five findings in turn. 
Planned to use various strategies and resources 
to teach science. Evidence indicated that most PSTs 
planned to use inquiry-based teaching during student 
teaching and later as in-service teachers. As a group, 
PSTs seemed to understand the value of inquiry-based 
science instruction and how it can provide greater ac-
cess to science. Molly wrote, “[Inquiry] allows for stu-
dents to use their prior knowledge/interests/curiosities 
to form further knowledge that matters to them about 
the world around them.” Lucy commented, “The most 
important way I plan to use my science methods expe-
riences in future classrooms is to use inquiry-based les-
sons based on the positive experiences I have had with 
them.” These statements underscore the importance 
of modeling inquiry-based lessons in methods courses 
to persuade PSTs of the effectiveness of inquiry-based 
learning, as well as opportunities for practical appli-
cation of planning and teaching their own science les-
sons to build confidence and a positive attitude toward 
teaching science. 
The science notebook was one key teaching re-
source that was developed throughout the methods 
course. Initially, many of the PSTs resisted their use as 
they saw it as only an organizational tool rather than 
a learning tool, preferring a three-ring binder to or-
ganize their course materials. However, by the end of 
the course, the majority of the PSTs came to view their 
notebook as a teaching resource that mirrored elemen-
tary students’ science notebooks as documentation 
and a product of their own science learning. In her fi-
nal paper, Evelyn wrote that she intended “to use lit-
tle journals” so that the students could “learn to draw 
pictures of their observations.” And Anne reported, “I 
plan to use reflective journals with my students in both 
my student teaching and my official teaching practices. 
I think they provide a way for students to keep track 
of their progress, thoughts, observations, and ques-
tions regarding science.” In addition, PSTs emphasized 
the importance of providing students with collabora-
tive learning experiences to ask questions, explain and 
share their ideas, and become actively engaged in ex-
ploration, all of which point to the key role of oral dis-
course in an SCDC. One PST, Emma, stated, “Students 
should be learning, using, developing, gaining, dis-
cussing, journaling, questioning, problem solving and 
risk-taking.” As a whole, these comments provide a 
snapshot of how PSTs came to understand the learn-
ing that could be achieved through integrating science 
skills with specific cognitive and language tasks. 
Addressing major equity issues. Our artifact analysis 
revealed that PSTs recognized four major equity issues 
of gender, SES, ethnicity, and ELLs, and the importance 
of addressing each to improve students’ access to sci-
ence education. PSTs noted that cultural and gender is-
sues could be addressed through classroom instruction 
and most planned to do so. In addition, they mentioned 
using visual aids, realia (i.e., manipulatives), and hands-
on approaches to make content more accessible by pro-
viding comprehensible input for language minority stu-
dents. Emma noted that “equity means guaranteeing 
fair treatment and access to resources and programs 
for all students. Through inquiry we can address these 
issues by teaching for empowerment.” Ashley com-
mented, “I want to make sure that all the students in my 
classroom feel equal and recognize diversity of men and 
women in science, because to me, all my students have 
the same opportunities in life.” It appeared that through 
the course and practicum experiences with language mi-
nority and low-SES students, PSTs finished with a bet-
ter awareness of how to support diverse students and 
translate equity from theory to practice. 
Learning to teach science as a continuous process. 
The PSTs viewed PD as part of their overall, long-term 
teaching goals. The two most common PD goals men-
tioned by the PSTs were to continue their own educa-
tion by engaging in PD in how to teach science and to 
improve their science content knowledge. As one PST, 
Elisabeth, wrote, “I definitely want to continue my pro-
fessional development in science . . . attend workshops 
or classes that offer some techniques about teaching sci-
ence to elementary students.” Having broken through 
their initial trepidation with teaching science, the PSTs 
not only gained a better understanding of different 
ways to teach science but were also able to identify what 
they knew and what they needed to learn in order to 
teach elementary science more effectively. 
PSTs as a whole agreed that deeper science content 
knowledge would ultimately benefit student learn-
ing, and an increase in their understanding of inquiry-
based science would lead to their increased comfort 
level for teaching elementary science concepts. The most 
common ways that PSTs thought these goals could be 
achieved were: (a) self-education (e.g., reading and 
learning more about science); (b) attending seminars, 
conferences, and workshops; and (c) collaboration with 
peer teachers. As Amelia noted, “One teacher alone can 
make a very good lesson, but building it with new ideas 
from a fellow teacher makes it possible to see a great les-
son that may not have come about without extra help.” 
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Having co-taught during the course, PSTs recognized 
the value of planning with colleagues, and these state-
ments seemed to be a strong indication that they would 
look for this type of collegiality and support in their fu-
ture teaching positions. 
View of science instruction. Fourth, it was evident 
from our analysis that PSTs’ views of science instruction 
changed over the course. Most frequently, they men-
tioned that they began to view teaching science more 
effectively with inquiry-based instructional strategies 
rather than always relying upon direct instruction, as 
had been their initial belief. Because they had previously 
believed that they would have to deliver all science con-
tent themselves through direct instruction, they were 
uncomfortable with the prospect of teaching science, es-
pecially when most of them viewed science as an area of 
personal weakness. One PST, Emma, described the im-
portance of inquiry-based teaching as “students need to 
discover ideas so that they are more meaningful to them 
and so they can apply their knowledge out of context.” 
PSTs identified the importance of engaging students in 
exploration, discussion, and explanation, which were 
key elements of an SCDC. Moreover, many PSTs viewed 
the teacher as a facilitator who guides students to con-
nect new information to prior knowledge and construct 
their own meaning. 
The value of integrated science instruction. Lastly, 
findings indicated that most PSTs viewed integration 
of science and other subjects was an effective way to 
balance curricular demands. This was exemplified by 
Grace, who wrote, “to ensure meeting state and na-
tional science education standards in my classroom 
while competing with other curriculum demands, I 
will make effort to integrate other content areas into 
science and to integrate science into other content ar-
eas.” Charlotte stated that her goal was to incorporate 
science with other subject areas because it helps stu-
dents realize how much “science relates to many dif-
ferent subject areas.” PSTs frequently mentioned con-
cern with covering the curriculum and the lack of 
science lessons taught in their practicum classrooms by 
their cooperating teachers. As they learned more about 
connecting science instruction to language arts (e.g., 
science notebooks), they began to envision the poten-
tial integration of disciplinary content as a more em-
powered teaching approach. 
Discussion 
As the U.S. educational policy leadership advocates 
for 21st century skills and problem-solving, a distinct 
divide persists between the recommended elementary 
science inquiry-based instructional strategies (Achieve, 
Inc., 2013; AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996) and the reality of 
daily classroom practices. The research reviewed here 
clearly indicates a deficiency in the quantity (McMur-
rer, 2008) and quality of science instruction currently 
being taught in elementary classrooms by highly qual-
ified elementary teachers of science (Appleton, 2007). 
One way to bridge this gap is to address science educa-
tion in teacher education programs. Despite the short 
duration of the science methods course in this study, 
all PSTs indicated positive changes in their views of 
science instruction. Like Richardson and Liang (2008), 
this finding suggests that an interdisciplinary model 
of teaching science can change PSTs’ understanding 
of inquiry-based science instruction. The course de-
sign allowed PSTs to graduate feeling more confident 
and compelled to teach using inquiry-based instruc-
tional practices. Similarly, Schwartz and Gwekwerere’s 
(2006) documented PSTs’ shift toward inquiry-based 
instruction after participating in a model-centered 
methods course. Most PSTs valued and planned to use 
various SCDC instructional strategies and resources 
in their future classrooms. In particular, PSTs viewed 
interdisciplinary instruction as an ideal way to create 
connections between science and other subjects, as well 
as build a deeper conceptual understanding of science 
for all their future students. By recognizing that teach-
ing science through rich inquiry activities involves oral 
and written discourse (Hand et al., 2003), for academic 
language literacy as well as scientific literacy, PSTs ac-
cepted that the SCDC model could benefit students’ 
education and optimize limited instructional time. 
With opportunities to teach science to low-SES, lan-
guage minority students, PSTs also gained an appreci-
ation of how using SCDC instructional strategies can 
better engage diverse learners. With rising numbers of 
diverse students in U.S. schools, it is critical that teach-
ers know how to meet their learning needs and encour-
age all children to explore and enjoy scientific activities 
(Lee & Fradd, 1998). 
As early as the 1970s, inquiry-based science instruc-
tion was shown to effectively teach “basic” academic 
skills (Greenleaf, 1982). Scientific inquiry as part of a 
model of an SCDC that explicitly uses language arts 
skills may address the marginalization of science edu-
cation that has been inadvertently fostered by federal 
NCLB accountability measures (Goldston, 2005). With 
the national average for elementary science instruction 
at a mere 56 minutes per week (McMurrer, 2008), it is 
imperative for education courses to model interdisci-
plinary instructional frameworks so that new teachers 
will be better armed to advocate for science education 
(Achieve, Inc., 2013). A framework such as the one used 
in this study (Baker et al., 2009) illustrates how more 
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time for science instruction can be intentionally and au-
thentically woven into students’ academic experiences. 
By extension into teacher education, restructuring sci-
ence methods courses to include interdisciplinary, in-
quiry-based instruction would allow PSTs to experience 
first-hand the way basic skills, such as math, reading, 
and writing, can be taught in conjunction with science 
content using a variety of oral and written discourse in-
structional strategies. 
Literacy tools, e.g., science notebooks, incorporated 
into methods courses can support PSTs in articulating 
and sharing their understanding of science concepts 
through the use of language arts (Hand et al., 2003). By 
using an area of strength with which to learn how to 
teach science content, PSTs can become more comfort-
able with science curricula and see how science note-
books may help their future students learn not only 
science but also language arts. Such cross-cutting stan-
dards are in the NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013), but the 
first exposure a teacher has with them should not be on 
their first day as a new teacher. Teacher educators must 
endeavor to be more proactive in preparing elementary 
teachers to meet interdisciplinary learning objectives. 
While there is little empirical data on the effects of 
field experiences (NRC, 2010), there is some evidence 
that PSTs find that “field experiences reinforce the ma-
terial they have learned in the classroom, and that the 
experiences provide useful opportunities to put it into 
practice” (NRC, 2010, p. 52). In addition to methods in-
structors employing standards-inspired course objec-
tives, we argue that complementary field experiences 
for the purpose of teaching science must become an in-
tegral part of PSTs’ learning in order to increase sci-
ence teaching self-efficacy. Unfortunately in our study, 
coinciding with post-NCLB national decrease of sci-
ence instruction, only about two-thirds of PSTs saw 
even limited science lessons being taught in their host 
classrooms, while the other third never saw a science 
lesson taught by their cooperating teachers. This cre-
ates a critical gap between PST education and in-ser-
vice teaching practices. By using carefully selected 
master science teacher practicum placements, PSTs 
can witness first-hand the benefits of inquiry-based in-
struction (Schroeder et al., 2007). Finally, in an effort 
to promote science education for diverse students, it is 
critical to provide placements that present diversity to 
give PSTs the opportunity to improve their capacity to 
teach all students. 
Conclusions and Future Research 
Studies of teacher learning conducted over a full se-
mester, in addition to careful longitudinal follow-up 
studies, as PSTs who become classroom teachers could 
provide more detail about how best to use an interdis-
ciplinary model of an SCDC to teach elementary science 
and provide evidence of its efficacy and effectiveness as 
an approach. As teacher educators, we may do a disser-
vice to our elementary PSTs by teaching methods in seg-
regated academic disciplines. By providing integrated 
methods courses over multiple semesters using a model 
of an SCDC, perhaps there would be a greater chance 
of PSTs adopting an interdisciplinary stance toward el-
ementary education in their future classrooms. Engag-
ing school districts as school partners in pilot studies of 
reformed science instruction with a model of an SCDC 
would allow for better alignment between teacher ed-
ucation programs and the PSTs’ clinical experiences, 
as well as support standards-based professional learn-
ing communities. Such future studies would likely yield 
supplementary information to inform teacher educa-
tors of the effects of an interdisciplinary model. Specifi-
cally, design-based research could more precisely locate 
the learning activities that are critical to learning how to 
build an SCDC and, consequently, what positively af-
fects PSTs’ self-efficacy, knowledge, and inclination to 
teach science in their future classrooms. 
This category of research is important because it em-
pirically builds an understanding of elementary PSTs’ 
perspectives about learning to teach science and their 
ensuing philosophies. Both professional constructs fol-
low PSTs into their careers and ultimately affect their 
future students’ learning experiences. It is vital that in-
structors of elementary science methods courses for 
PSTs, and those who provide PD for in-service elemen-
tary teachers, know how to teach key elements of sci-
ence learning for the 21st century. 
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Appendix 
Research Instruments 
Pre-/post-course questionnaire. The purpose of the question-
naire was to reveal the PSTs’ prior knowledge and dispositions 
toward science education in order to better support their learn-
ing throughout the course and to model a diagnostic assess-
ment. The questions were designed with consideration of the 
research findings in elementary teacher literature concerning 
science education (Appleton, 2007) and the general aspects of 
the instructional model of a scientific classroom discourse com-
munity. With the exception of questions 1, 2a, and 3 the survey 
was administered again at the end of the course to gauge what, 
if anything, the PST’s had gained in terms of awareness, revi-
sion, or new learning of teaching science had occurred. 
Questions 
1.  What grade level do you intend to teach once you became 
a classroom teacher? 
2.  (a) How much experience you have had with science?  
(b) What is your comfort level with science? 
3.  What strengths and interests do you have to offer your fu-
ture students? 
4.  What are your goals for teaching science? 
5.  What is the purpose of science education for elementary-
aged students? 
6.  (a) What do you know about teaching science?  
(b) From what experience(s)? 
7.  From the program experiences what have you observed 
about teachers and students during science lessons? 
8.  (a) What does equity (gender, ethnicity, disability) mean to 
you as a teacher in terms of teaching science?  
(b) What are some ways to make your classroom an equi-
table learning environment? 
9.  How does a student’s linguistic ability affect his/her learn-
ing in science? 
10. How does a student’s cultural perspective affect their 
learning experiences in science? 
11. (a) What can you do as a child’s teacher to address lan-
guage level/literacy?  
(b) What can you do as a child’s teacher to address non-
Western cultural perspectives during science lessons? 
12. What might be some productive ways to introduce a new 
science concept to students? 
13. How can you deepen a student’s understanding of a sci-
ence concept? 
14. What is the role of assessment in teaching and learning? 
Focus group interview. The purpose of the focus group inter-
view was to triangulate the findings from the questionnaire 
and debrief the PSTs’ experience with the course. The agenda 
items from the interview were (* = questions that were gener-
ated as the interview took place): 
1. What aspects of the course were most helpful in learning 
how to teach science for elementary school? 
2. What would be some ways we could improve the whole 
notebook experience?* 
3. What aspects were least helpful in learning? i.e., What could 
you have done without? 
4. What concepts were easier to learn than others? 
5. Was there any of the science content that you felt like 
needed more time? * 
6. When you think about the course design, how much time 
was spent on these various concepts, what would you 
have liked to have learned more about? 
7. In terms of time—the program, and being on the short 
schedule for the course, how pressed were you feeling? * 
8. Was there any course material that you felt was redundant 
that you feel could have eliminated (e.g., that you had in 
another class)? 
9. What strategies and/or resources are you planning on us-
ing next semester [in student teaching]? 
10. How do you feel about teaching science now that you have 
completed a course in science methods, and how is your 
comfort level?
